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As the cryptocurrency market continues to heat up, many traders are looking for ways to get their
hands on the next big token. One crypto that has been lately getting a lot of attention is Uwerx
(WERX), a unique freelance platform built on the Polygon Network that bridges the gap between
freelancers and service buyers. So, without further ado, in this article we’ll take a closer look at the
Uwerx price prediction after launch.

 

Before getting deeper into the Uwerx price prediction, let’s have a basic overview of this currency.
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Uwerx: Bringing the Wonders of Blockchain to the
Freelancing Industry
Uwerx will be the first freelancing platform to integrate blockchain, bringing about decentralization,
protection of intellectual property rights, and incentivization. Uwerx has allocated 6.5% of the total
supply of WERX tokens each to reward new members and users. Uwerx will charge only a 1% flat
fee, unlike centralized freelancing platforms.

 

Uwerx’s presale surge has left everyone in awe of its profitability. The recorded success is a result of
its agile methodology approach. Uwerx developers adopted this technique to roll out the project in
stages while making major improvements along the way.
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Due to numerous demands, the WERX token presale allocation increased to 57% of the 750 million
total supply. Uwerx’s launch price was revised and will now launch at $0.095 – $0.115.

 

Uwerx’s presale has witnessed tremendous growth and progress, with the first presale stage taking
only 17 days, where its funding goals were met and even surpassed. Stages 2 to 4 have not
disappointed, as Uwerx users ensured the presale heads to the moon.

 

Presently, Uwerx presale is in the stage 5, where 72.5 million WERX will be released. The Uwerx
price is accordingly at $0.041, having started at $0.005. There is an attractive 15% purchase bonus
going on. However, continuous price increases and bonus reductions are imminent, and the presale
ends on July 31, 2023.

 

The Alpha version of Uwerx’s platform was launched yesterday, giving users access to Uwerx’s
features. The Landing and Sign-Up pages have been released, while the Log-In page, Sign In page,
User Dashboard, Settings, Posting Jobs, and Finding Jobs will be continuously released throughout
the next week or so.

 

Uwerx will begin transitioning to the Beta version, where users will begin testing the platform for
themselves. The Uwerx team is open to feedback, and users can send them to their dedicated email,
feedback@uwerx.network. Uwerx already has over 5,000 sign-ups so far.

 

Uwerx recently added a new feature to its platform, the Uwerx Vault. This will enable Uwerx’s
sustainability, user engagement, rewards, and safe storage of WERX tokens for a prolonged period.

 

The Uwerx team is committed to prioritizing users’ benefits. They have reduced their token
allocation to 7% and will renounce ownership of smart contracts once Uwerx lists on centralized
exchanges for transparency’s sake. They will start a 25-year liquidity locking on developers’ tokens
as soon as they announce the date. This was supposed to happen post-presale, but the recent polls
showed 82.8% of token holders want that to happen now.

 

On the other hand, 98.2% voted for the team to carry out a Test Airdrop to ensure users’ Receiving
Wallet addresses are correct. In addition, Uwerx has successfully completed audits conducted by
InterFi Network and SolidProof and has earned a listing on CoinSniper. Investors are excited that it
will be listed on Uniswap by August 1st.
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Uwerx Price Prediction
With Uwerx, there is only good news as crypto investors and freelancers find that they are beyond
attracted to this platform with all their needs in mind.

 

Based on our Uwerx price prediction, Uwerx price is expected to reach $0.92 by Q3-Q4 2023 and
potentially surge to $2.13 by Q1 2024. With over 1,000 active members on Telegram and 5,000 sign-
ups, Uwerx has attracted substantial attention, showcasing the strong interest and confidence in the
platform within the crypto space.

 

However, please know that the figures are generated using our price prediction tool and in that
matter, not a guarantee, that the actual price action will follow what we mentioned. As a new crypto
project, current Uwerx price prediction is limited. They can also be highly speculative and therefore
should not be used to guide your investment decisions on their own.
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Why Uwerx Can Grow So Much?
Uwerx is catering to the freelancing industry, offering them more freedom to earn and save than
ever. A whopping 83% of US SMBs have said that freelancers have helped them and 81% want to
work again with gig workers. Uwerx offers freelancers a platform that is finely tuned to help
increase their sales.

 

The lowest fee in the freelancing market (1% vs 10% and 20%), blockchain security and safety come
standard. Other features include webinars to showcase work, rewards for active performance, and
different management and work tool integration (Asana, Trello, etc.). The developers have already
third-party tested the smart contracts (by SolidProof and InterFi Network) and have also decided to
renounce ownership when taxes are reduced to zero – essentially handing over the project to users.
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That certainly has its WERX token as an attraction. But it offers more. Store of value, value transfer,
discounts on the platform, governance power, and unlocking more features make it central. The
price prediction is also strong because of the 25-year liquidity lock beginning after the presale. The
presale already has been adjusted to accommodate the increased demand of the token.
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